Dear Minister of justice, Supreme court, Supreme public prosecutors office, Tokyo high court,Tokyo high public prosecutors office.

The request for the signatures to demand the death penalty against the accused,
Japanese 47-years-old man, Yasumsa Shibuya.
On March 24th 2017, in Matsudo city Chiba, 47-years-old Japanese man, Yasumasa Shibuya kidnapped my daughter,
9-years-old Vietnamese girl, LE THI NHAT LINH. Inside his car, the accused committed indecent assault and strangled my
daughter to death, and abandoned the body without any clothes under the bridge. At that time, the accused used to be a
president of Parent-teacher association, which should be a role model for the child protection. But incredibly, he used his
position in order to do such an evil act of savagery.
The accused Yasumasa Shibuya kidnapped, maltreated, and did the sexual violence, murdered the child in the end.
Although committing such an atrocity, the accused didn’t regret and reflect on his past conduct at all. On the contrary, he
might have kept those weapons that were used for my daughter’s case for the purpose of killing other child. Even before my
daughter’s case, other child might have been killed through the same weapons.
The accused Yasumasa Shibuya was arrested in charge of murder, molestation etc. on April 14th 2017,and was rendered
indefinite prison term by Chiba district court on July 6th 2017. Even though, the accused pleaded not guilty. His committed
crime cannot be forgiven by heaven and earth, any Gods.
I’m sure that Yasumasa Shibuya cannot be rehabilitated. If the court decision would be final, he could be released from the prison someday. That
could give him an opportunity to commit another heinous crime. In any country in the world, such an accused should be punished strictly. For the
warning to others who are inhuman as much as Yasumasa Shibuya, the accused must be sentenced to death. So that could serve a lesson to avoid
same kind of tragedy. To all of you in the world, let’s take an action for the safety of the child.
If you would agree with us, please sign the following column to demand the death penalty against the accused Yasumasa Shibuya.
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If you agree with our mind, please sign and send this document to the address below due Jun 26

th

2019.

● Signature should be autograph, and the address should be complete including the block number. (the address can be verified)
●We are going to submit all the signatures to Tokyo high public prosecutors office.
●To protect the personal information, this document won’t be used for other purpose.
●Contact：Name : LE ANH HAO ;
Address: 〒２７０ー２２０４ CHIBA-KEN MATSUDO-SHI MUTSUMI ５－１５－６
(Email)：lethinhatlinhjp@gmail.com ; (Website): http://partime.biz ; (facebook): https://www.facebook.com/leanhhaojp

Download Form URL:  http://partime.biz/wp/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/shibuya_yasumasa_shikei_English.pdf
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